Contracts I – Hendley

Students should purchase *Contracts: Law in Action, Volume 1*, 4th ed. [CLA], edited by Macaulay, Whitford, Hendley, and Lipson. They can buy either the hard-bound copy or the loose leaf edition. They also need to buy the statutory supplement -- *Selected Provisions: Restatement of Contracts and Uniform Commercial Code*.

In advance of the first class, students should read Chapter 1 (pp. 1-29 of CLA) and the Introduction to Chapter 2 (pp. 31-42 of CLA). These materials won’t be discussed in class, but it is important because it serves as the starting place for the overall discussion of contract law, and it may help in other courses.

For the first class, students should read, and be prepared to discuss, pp. 42-47 of CLA. They should also review the relevant sections of the Uniform Commercial Code from the statutory supplement.